15.6.20

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Revisit/
Review

Watch tricky word song.

Go through previous
phonemes(sounds) and
discuss capital letters (ask for
letter names)

Play ICT games – Look at Phase
4 CCVCC words - Blending
https://www.ictgames.com/mo
bilePage/bingo/index.html

Go through previous
phonemes(sounds) and
discuss capital letters (ask for
letter names)

Discuss: What is a
sentence?
What do we need to
include?
Watch this video

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TvMyssfAUx0

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tChuU2owaOI
Teach/
Recap

her

Practise

Recap some of the tricky
words you have already
learnt
Teach ‘her’

Recap what a cluster is
Two letters pushed together
Discuss previous learnt initial
(at beginning) and now
looking at final (at the end)

Give examples of the word
in a sentence.

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=EEgfud-qfbY

(Her hair is brown/ I like her
hat)

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=IpUVSvCn37k

Children to practise saying
the word. Say in a silly
voice, loud voice, quiet
voice etc.
Tricky word bingo
(Adult to say the word and
the child has to find it)

Apply

Children to practise writing
the words.
Challenge: To write a
sentence including the
tricky word ‘her’.

Show the letters ‘st’ and ‘ sk’
Circle all the words that end
with ‘st’ or ‘sk’
Roll and Read
Roll a die (no die - say a
number) read the word next
to that number and then tick
it. Keep going until most/all
read.

Write dictated words – lost
and tusk
Write dictated sentence:
I lost the tusk.
Challenge – Think and write
own sentence.

Recap what a cluster is
Two letters pushed together
Show ‘nd’ and ‘nk’
Look at the letters that make
the sound
Say the sounds in a silly
voice/quiet voice

Recap what a cluster is
Two letters pushed together
Discuss previous initial (at
beginning) not looking at final
(at the end)

Say a silly sentence
(food I good like.)
Is it a good sentence?
How do you know?

Show the letters ‘ft’ and ‘mp’
Watch a video and pick of
the words

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=k-1rmuOxGE8
Sorting activity
Sort the pictures into ‘nd’ and
‘nk’ groups

Read the letter. Find and
highlight the end sound ‘nd’
and ‘nk’
Challenge – Think and write
own sentence.

Circle all the words that end
with ‘ft’ or ‘mp’
Roll and Read
Roll a die (no die - say a
number) read the word next
to that number and then tick
it. Keep going until most/all
read.

Write dictated words – left
and lamp
Write dictated sentence:
I left the lamp on!
Challenge – Think and write
own sentence.

Can you write the silly
sentence then cut it out
and put it back together
correctly (so it makes
sense).

Think of own silly sentence
and write it.
Remember to add a
capital letter, finger
spaces and a full stoop.

